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ABSTRACT 
L-Systems are automata theoretic developmental models for 
filamenteous growth, In this report a subclass, the DOL-Systems, is 
studied by considering a classification of letters with respect to 
their productions. The notion of a recursive complexity structure is 
introduced, The properties derived are exploited, yielding a feasible 
algorithm for the solution of a "word problem" (i.e. the membership 
question) for DOL-Systems. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the finiteness of 
DOL-languages are stated, and the size of a DOL-language is fixed 
within sharp bounds depending on the size of the alphabet and the size 
of classes induced by an equivalence relation on this alphabet. An 
ALGOL-60 implementation of the above mentioned algorithm, and a 
program for generating the sequence of subsequent words, are provided, 
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1,1 NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let I be a finite set. Any sequence of elements of I is called a word 
or string over I, If a and a are two words over I, then their concate-
nation is written as aS, A denotes the empty word. If aEI then a2 
means aa, a3 means aaa, etc. a 0 = A, If L
1 
and L2 are two sets of 
words over I then 
L,.L2 = {aela€L1 and SEL2}. 
I* is the Kleenean closure of I, i.e. I*= 
Ii= Ii-1 .I . I+= I*\{1}. 




y(w) = {aEil 3n,~E'£* [w=naU} 
where r0 = {A} and 






, ••• ,ck be a sequence o~ elements of I, then y(Seq) = 
{c.Eilc. occurs in Seq}, and lseql = k+1. 
1 1 
A language over l is a set L .=. I*, Further notation will by and large 
conform to the one usual in mathematical linguistics. 
Logical quantifiers: V means "for all" 
3 means "there exists at least one". 
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1.2 LINDEN:MAYER SYSTEMS 
Lindenmayer or L-Systems were proposed by Lindenmayer [6] as a 
developmental model for filamenteous growth. They were studied 
formally in e.g. [1, 4 and 7]. 
We shall investigate some aspects of a subclass of the L-Systems: the 
DOL-Systems or Deterministic 0-Input Lindenmayer Systems. 
Def. 1.1 A Semi-DOL-System (Semi DOL) is an ordered pair S = <I,o> 
where 
(i) I·is a nonempty finite set, the alphabet of S, and an element of 
l is called a letter. 
* (ii) o l + l is a total mapping, called the set of production rules, 
and for o(a) =awe also write a+ a, 
A Semi DOL generates words as follows: 
Let w = a 1 a2 • • • am e: l+ and 
w' = a 1 a2 ••• am EI*, then 
w produces or generates w' directly,-written as w:::>w', 
iff Yje:{1,2, ••. ,m} [a.+ a.]. 
J J 
* ~ denotes the transitive and reflexive closure of.the relation~, 
*(k). . and w ~w' denotes a chain of length k: 
w = w
0 
~ w1 ~ ••• ==+wk = w' 
If w~w' we say w ;produces, generates or derives w', and if w*(k);J,, 
then w' is derived ink steps from w, and w*(k)w' is a k-derivation of 
I 
+ *{k). ' w I from w. w-.....w' means w ~ w and k > 0. 
We extend o in the obvious way too' such that 
and omit for convenience sake the " 1 11 • 
= w 
* ) def y{o (w) === u * y(w') 
w1 E:O (w) 
def i( ) === u o a 
aE:I 
3 
def * * 'i.' === u o (a) and y(o (l)) 
aE:I . 
Def. 1.2 A DOL-System (DOL) is an ordered triple 
G = <I,o,cr> where 
(i) land o are as in def, 1.1 
(ii) crt::I+ is called the axiom of G. 
Def. 1,3 The DOL-Language generated by a DOL G = <I,o,a> 
is defined by 
L(G) = {wt::I* I a~ w}, i.e. L(G) * = o (a). 
L-Systems differ from traditional grammars in the following respects: 
(i) All letters of a string are rewritten simultaneously at each 
time step. This feature conforms to the state of affairs in 
natural processes which are mostly parallel as opposed to the 
sequential character of grammars. 
(ii) Every string derived in this manner from a belongs to L(G). 
(iii) As a consequence of (i) and (ii) there is no distinction between 
terminal and auxiliary letters (in a sense there are no 
terminals) • 
Def. 1. 4 The sequence q G) of words generated by G = <Lo ,a> i.e. 
2 = a,o(a) ,o (a), ••• 
is called a propagation. 
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Example 1 G = <{a}, {a ➔ aa}, a> 
~(G) = a, aa, aaaa, ••• 0 
t 
L(G) = {a2 It ;,: O} 
Example 2 G = <{a,b} ,{a ➔ aba, b ➔ >-.}, a> 
~(G) = a, aba, abaaba, 
Example 3 G = <{a,b} ,{a ➔ b, b ➔ ab}, a> 
'(G) = a, b, ab, bab, abbab, , .. , 
L(G) = {a, b, ab, bab, abbab, •••• } 
Note that the lengths of the consecutively generated words 
form the main Fibonacci sequence 
1,1,2,3,5, .... 
Consider the DOL G = <{a,b,c}, {a ➔ aa, b ➔ bb}, a> 
,(G) = a, aa, aaaa, 
L(G) = {a2tlt ~ o} 
Clearly, the letter bis superfluous since it does not appear in the 
sequence and language produced by G. 
Following Rozenberg and Lindenmayer [8] we define 
Def. 1.5 A DOL G = <I,o,a> is 
( i) Quasi-reduced iff 
(ii) Reduced iff 
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2 THE GENERIC POWER OF LETTERS 
What type of language a DOL G = <I,o,cr> generates depends on the 
generic or productive qualities imbued to the letters by the semi DOL 
s = <I,o>. 
Def. 2,1 Let S <I,o> be a semi DOL, III = p. 
A letter aE:l is 
(i) Mortal iff a~A. lm = {ala is mortal}, pm= I I I . m 
(ii) Vital iff 
(a) Recursive iff a~nai; for some n ,i;E:I* · *) 
l = {ala is recursive}. p = l . 
r r r 
+ . ,* 1 . . If a~nai; with n,i;E:l then etter a is monorecursive. 
- m 
lmr = {ala is monorecursive}. Pmr = IImrl. 
(b) Recurring iff a~I and there exists a letter bEL such that 
r r 
b ~nai;. l = {aEL\l I a is recurring}, P = I l I, 
C m _ ~ C 
(c) Initial iff aflr and there does not exist a letter bE:lr such 
that b bnai;. l- = {aEL\l I a is initial}. p. = I I- I, 
J. m i J. 
NB, The distinction between recurring and initial can also be made in 
the case of mortal letters. Here we need this distinction only for 
vital letters, and we shall talk about recurring vital (aE:I ) and 
C 
initial vital (aEI.) letters. 
i 
The inclusion relation induces a partial ordering on 
{' ' ' ' ' ' '} as follows: l, lm' lv' lr' lmr' le' li 
J. 
*) * 
In the sequel we shall omit "for some n,i;EL "when ever this is 
obviously implied. 
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Clearly: ( i) I u I = I-v m 
(iv) Pm~ p; Pmr ~ Pr s p; Pi·< p; P < p; P s P• 
C V 
(cf. proofs lemma's 2.1 - 2.4 and lemma 3,5). 
When an arrow pointing from Lk to Lj' 
def. 2.1) a letter a€lk may generate 
the diagram below holds: 
k,j€{m,r,c,i} means that (by 
a letter b€L-, we easily see that 
J 
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A useful heuristic device in the investigation of aspects of the 
generic power of a letter aEl, S = <I,o>, is the notion of the 
propagation tree T of a; related to the rule tree or derivation tree 
a 
as encountered in the theory of context free languages. 
Def. 2.2. Let S = <I,o> be a semi DOL. 
The propagation tree T of aE l , is a labeled directed tree of which 
a 
the labels attached to the nodes are elements of l· When we designate 
the j-th node ( from left to right starting with 1 ) at level k ( from 
top to bottom starting with 0) by (k,j) and b.El is attached to (k,j), 
1 
then node (k~j) is connected by edges with nodes 
(k+1,h) , ... ,(k+1,h+n) labelled c. , •• , ,c. , respectively, iff 
11 in 
b. ➔ c .... c. E o, The~ of T is the single node (0,1) at level 0 
1 1 1 in a 
labeled with a, A b"ranch is a connected path in T . We shall identify 
a 
the labels with the nodes they label. 
Example 
Example 2 











For a€' the propagation tree T eventually terminates, for acL never. lm a v 
acl occurs in T appart from the root. acI occurs in Tb of some bcL • r a c r 
acli does not occur in Tb of some b€Lr· 
Def. 2,3 A pedigree of b is a sequence l(b) = b 0 ,b 1 , ••. ,bt such that 
Vic{0,1,2, .•. ,t}[bi+1cy(o(bi)) and bt = b]. 
Lemma 2,1 Let S = <I,o> be a semi DOL and acI, 
Proof 
iff A€ u {ok(a)} 
O<k<p -m 
i.e. iff a derives A in no more than p productions, 
m 
+, If a * (k)> A, k < p , then a€' . 
- m lm 
+. Suppose Ai u {ok(a)} 
O<k<p 
-m 
Then Yk.c{0,1, .•• ,p} [y(ok(a))nI# ¢]. 
m 
Pm -
Let bcy(o (a))nI, and let l(b) = b 0 ,b 1,.,.,bpm' 
b = a and b = b, be a pedigree of b. 
0 Pm 
Case 1 ly(l(b)) I = p +1 
m 
But p = · IL I and therefore m m 
y(l(b))nI # ¢. 
V 
Hence u y(ok(a))nI # ¢. 
O<k<n V _c..;m 
i.e. a derives a vital letter and hence is itself vital: aiI • 
m 
Case 2 ly(l(b))I ~ p 
m 
But I l(b) I > p and therefore 
m 
3i,jc{0,1, ... ,p} [i < j and b. = b.]. 
m i J 
Hence u y(ok(a))nI # ¢, 
0.::_k<:p r 
,. m 




The proof is intuitively obvious when we envisualize the propagation 
tree of a. 
Lemma 2,2 Let S = <I,o> be a semi DOL and a€I, 
Proof 
k ·{o (a)} u 
O<k<p -m 
k { o ( a) } • Hence 
Lemma 2.3 Let S = <I,o> be a semi DOL and a€l· 
a€l iff aE u 
r O<k<p 
-r 
k y(o (a)) 
Proof +. If aE u y(ok(a)) then a€l . 
O<k<p r 
-r 
➔• If aEl then aE ~ y(ok(a)) 
r k=1 
Let h be such that 
(1) aEy(oh(a)), and 
(2) af u y(ok(a)) 
O<k<h 
Let l(a) = c0 ,c 1 ,c2 , •.. ,ch_1 ,ch be a pedigree of the occurence 
of a in (1), c0 =ch= a. 
h Clearly, VO<i<h [c.Ey(o (c. ))], and therefore: 
J. J. 
Suppose h > p . 
r 
Because of (1), (2) and (3) 
Therefore 3i,j€{1 ,2, •.. ,h-1}[i<j and c. = c.J, 
J. J 
and we have 
a€y(oh-j(c.)) = y(oh-j(c. )) c 
J J. 








From the proof of lemma 2,3 follows that every aEl has a r 
l(a) = a,c 1 , ... ,ck_ 1,a such that 
y(l(a))-=- Lr and lr(l(a)I = k. 
This means that every occurence of a in some propagation tree is 
connected by a sequence of recursive letters without repetitions with 
another occurence of a. 
We call such a sequence C(a) = a, c 1 , .•. , ck-la connecting sequence 
of a. (Such a connecting sequence is a special case of a dependence 
path as defined by Rozenberg & Lindenmayer [8]). 
Def. 2.4 Let C(a) be a connecting sequence of a. 
Then k = lc(a)I is called a period of a. 
def { I . . d f } K === kE~ k is a perio o a. 
a 
Lemma 2.4 Let S = <I,o> be a semi DOL and aEL, 
iff 
Proof Along lines similar to the proofs of lemma's 2.1-2.3 D 
Corollary iff ai u y(ok(Ir)) n lv\lr and 
O<k<p 
-c 
Theorem 2,5 Let S = <I,o> be a semi DOL. For every aEI we can 
effectively determine 




(ii) Whether a is recurring vital or initial vital by examining 
Proof By lemma's 2.1-2.4 and the corollary. D 
r,, 
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Theorem 2.6 We can effectively determine whether a DOL G = <I,o,cr> is 
(i) Quasi-reduced 
(ii) Reduced. 




u y ( ok( cr)) = 
0.:_k<p 
is reduced. 
iff G is quasi-reduced. 
iff G 
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2,1 RECURSIVE CO:MPLEXITY 
Consider a language like 
Clearly, a pattern like 
aa ... a bb ... b cc ... c 
can only be produced by another such pattern if 
o(a) E {a}* 
o(b) E {b}* 
o(c) E {c} * 
And we easily see that 
G = <{a,b,c},{a + aa, b + bb, c + cc}, abc?. 
We can investigate DOL-languages, as sets of patterns, and the semi 
DOL's which give rise to them, by studying relations between recursive 
letters and developing a notion of recursive complexity. (This will be 
the subject of a subsequent report). 
Def. 2,5 Let S = <I,o> be a semi DOL. The Recursive Complexity 
Structure of Sis a partially ordered set 
( i) 
(ii) 
RCS(S) = (Lr/~'$) such that 
Lr£. Lis the set of recursive letters. 
Let a,bEL . a$ b iff a.Ey(o*(b)). 
r 
(iii) Let a,bEL . a~ b iff a$ band b $ a. 
r 
Clearly, the relation~ is an equivalence relation and induces a 
partition on l in blocks [a]., i.e. r l 
LI = {[a].}, and we define [a]. $ [a]. iff r ~ l l J 
c $ b for some cE[a]. and bE[a] .• 
l J 
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Lemma 2,7 [a].:: u {y(C(a))lc(a) is a connecting sequence of a}. 
Proof y(C(a)).::. Lr· (corollary lemma 2.3). 
Let bEy(C(a)). Then bE u y(ok(a)) 
O<k<n 
k and aE u y(o (b)). 
- ~r 
Hence b $ a and a$ b 0 
O<k<p 
--r 
That the converse of this lemma is not true follows from the counter 
example 
G = < {a, b , c} , { a + ab , b + ac , c + b} , a> 
u{y(c(a))} = {a}u{1;i,,b} = {a,b}. 
But cEy(o 2 (a)) and aEy(o2 (c)) and CEL . r 
Hence cda] and Cf u{y(C(~))}. 
Lemma 2.8 Let S = <I,o> be a semi DOL. We can effectively determine 
RCS(S) by exarrnning u y(ok(a)) for all aEL, 
O<k<p 
Proof We prove that for a,bELr (Lr determined by theorem 2,5): 
a$ b iff aE U y(ok(b)). 
Q:<;;k$;p 
+ If aE u y(ok(b)) then a$ b. 
0?k$p 
+, If a$ b then there is a pedigree l(a) = b,c 1 , ... ,ch_ 1 ,a. 
Suppose h > p. Clearly l(a) contains a repeti'tion of letters and 
there is an l'(a) = b,d1 , ••. ,~ 1 _ 1 ,a with h'< h. 
By iteration of this argument there is an 
l'(a) = b,e1 , ..• ,ek_ 1 ,a such that k $ p. 
Hence aE u y(ok(b)) D 
Q$k$p 
In section 3,2 we shall prove that if L(G) is finite then for all a,bEL 
r 
if a$ b then a~ b, i.e. the RCS consists of incomparable classes. 
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3 DOL LANGUAGES AND A WORD PROBLEM 
Consider the following "word problem", given a semi DOL S = <I ,o> 
and two words w1 and w2 over l· Does there exist an algorithm which 
decides whether or not w14w2 • In another version the problem is 
posed in [3] and called the membership question for DOL's: given a 
DOL G = <I,0,0> and a word w is it decidable whether w EL(G). 
T · T 
Doucet [op, cit.] proves, independent and preliminary to the research 
reported here, that this question is decidable*), essentially by 
showing that : 
(i) It is decidable whether L(G) is finite or infinite. 
(ii) If L(G) is infinite then jcSP(cSi(o))i> loi(o)I and therefore we 
can decide the question by generating finitely many successive 
strings starting with 0. 
(iii) If L(G) is finite, the question is decided by writing out the 
whole of L(G) where 
where p = I I I 
K = max {!al la ➔ a} 
aEI 
M = max {lwl I lwlv lS the number of occurences of 
WEL(G) V 
vital letters in w} 
(iii) suffers the same defect most decision procedures do, viz. it is 
not feasible. The a priori bound on the computation length is not 
proportionate to our present (and future) means of computation. Even 
a very conservative estimate with p = 5, K = 2 and M = 5 gives us 
*) The decidability of this word problem also is a corollary of the 
inclusion of the DOL Languages in the context sensitive languages 
[7]. 
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which, for all practical purposes means the same as no a priori bound. 
There is a profound difference between most mathematical decision 
procedures and feasible algorithms which can be executed on a computer 
and answer reasonable questions in a reasonable time. Nobody is 
. f. . . . 1 o1 o 1 1 o . satis ied by a Turing machine computation of + 0 which takes 
20 
e'(10 ) steps (when the TM has a one letter alphabet). 
In section 3,2 we devise a feasible heuristic algorithm which has been 
implemented in an ALGOL program and delivers answers (to reasonable 
questions) in a matter of seconds. 
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3.1 FINITE AND INFINITE DOL LANGUAGES 
We investigate some properties of DOL's which also form prerequisites 
of the proposed algorithm. 
Let lwlk denote the number of occurences in w of letters aElk where 
kE{m,v,r,c,i,mr}. 
lemma 3,1 Let S = <I,o> be a semi DOL and w1 ,w2EI*, 
If lw 11v > lw2 lv then w1-¥w2 • 
Proof Since 
VtEIN D 
It is easy to see that initial vital letters can only occur in 
p.-i 
a, 6 ( cr) , ... , o 1 ( cr); and recurring vital letters not derived from 
recursive letters can only occur in 
p.+p -1 
cr, o(cr), ... ,o 1 c (cr). 
Lemma 3,2 Let G = <I,o,cr> be a DOL. 
Vt ~ p. + p. [if bq(ot(cr)) n I then y(l(b)) 'n I :f:. ¢] 
1 C V r 
~here l(b) = b0 ,b 1, ... ,bt_ 1,bt' suchthat-b0Ey(cr), bt = b. 
(Every vital letter in ot(cr), t > p. + p , has been derived 
- 1 C 
from a recursive letter in ot' (cr), O < t' < p. + p ). 
1 C 
Proof If bE' then y(l(b)) c' . lv - lv 
Suppose the lemma is not true, i.e. y(l(b)) ~Liu le· 
But then ll(b)j = t+1 >_pi+ pc while ly(l(b))I ~pi+ 
Hence l(b) contains a repetition of a letter and 






Corollary For all t .::: p. + p holds : 
i C 
if bEy(ot(a)) n lv then there 
bEy(o*(c)), 
Or: y(ot(a)) n lv .=. y(o*(y(ot(a)) n Ir)). 
Hint: by lemma 3,2, repeated application of the corollary of 
lemma 2,3 and by lemma 2.7. 
Def. 3,1 A DOL G' = <I',o' ,a'> is the positive k-displacement of 
lemma 3,3 
G = <I,o,a> if a'= ok(a) and I'.=. I, 0 1 .=. o such that G' is 
quasi-reduced. G is a negative k-displacement of G. 
The positive p-p displacement G' = <I',o',a'> of 
r 
G = <I,o,a> is reduced. 
Proof By the corollary of lemma 3,2 and by lemma 2.1 D 
lemma 3,4 Let S = <I,o> be a semi DOL. If aEI then 
mr 
[a]= y(C(a)) .=. Lmr' where C(~) is the unique connecting 
*( I* I* sequence of a. Moreover, o a) c [a] • 
- ID ID 
Proof Let C(a) = bO,b 1 , ..• ,bk-l be a connecting sequence of a, 
bO = a, and let bk= a. 
Suppose cEy(o*(a)) n l \y(C(a)). 
V 
Then cEy(oh(a)) and b Ey(oh(a)) for some hand p = h mod (k). 
p 
Therefore loh+k-p(a)I = 2. But from def. 2.1 follows 
V 
.t'h+k-p(a) ,* 'i' ,* . . . 
u = na~El l l , which contradicts the assumption. 
ID mr ID 
Hence C(a) is the unique connecting sequence of a; 
'/ ( ) ) [ * ( ) 'i'* ) ) ,* 'i'* 'i' 'i'* y_,C a ~ a]; and o a s lm y(C(a lm S lm lmr lm• 
By lemma 2.7 also y(C(a)) s [a] and therefore y(C(a)) = [a] D 
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Lemma 3. 1 Let S = <I,o> be a semi DOL. 
(i) If a.cI then r 
(ii) If a<::l then 
C 
(iii) If a<::L· then 
1 
follows from lemma 2.3. Pr0of (i) 
(ii) Let a<::L . Then there is a bEL such that 
C . V 
pc 
b<::y(o (a)) n L . 
V 
a, b = b, be a pedigree 
Pc 
of b, 
Since a<::Lc' y(l(b)) .= le u Lr· 
Suppose y(l(b)) .= le; then \y(l(b))I :,; Pc· 
But ll(b)I > p and hence there is a repetition of a letter 
C 
in l(b) which contradicts the assumption. 
Hence y(l(b)) n l #¢which gives us lemma 3,5 (ii). 
r -
(iii) Analogous 
l and p 
C C 
to (ii) with le u Li and pc+pi substituted for 
□ 
Remark Lemma 3,5 tells us that every vital letter tlerives a repetition 
of a recursive letter within p steps. 
V 
Lemma 3,6 Let S = <I,o> be a semi DOL. 
( i) 
(ii) {k}, 
Proof (i) By induction on n. 
n = o. lo0 (a)I = lal = 1 > o. 
V V 
Suppose the assumption is true for n. 
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n x - n - 1 + x = (n+1)x - (n+1) 
(ii) By lemma 3,4 0 
p.+p 
Theorem 3,7 L(G) is finite iff y(o i c(o)) n \ c \ • lv - lmr 
Proof +, L(G) is finite. 
p.+p 
Suppose y(o i c(o)) 
p.+p 
Let a.E y(o i c(cr)) 
i 
n I \I . v mr 
k. 
Case 1 a.El \l , i.e. lo i(a.)I = x. > 1, where k. = min K . i r mr i v i i a. 
and for ~11 bEIN 
1
-"b*k.;(a.)I I b*ki( )I u ... ~ o a. > b x. -b ~ b i i V - i 
Hence L(G) is infinite: contradiction. 
Case 2 a.El. Then by the corollary of lemma 3,2 there is a 
i C 
pi+pc \ . * 
bEy(o (o)) n l such that a.Ey(o (b)). 
r i 
i 
By lemma 3,4 bE\ \l ; and by case 1 L(G) is infinite which lr mr 
contradicts the assumption. 
Case 3 
p.+p 
aE l · . By lemma 3 • 2 y { o i c ( o ) ) n l- = 0 . 
i i 
p.+p 
From case 1 - case 3 follows y(o i c(o)) n \ c \ • lv - lmr 
p.+p 
Let lo i c{o)I = m. By lemma 3,4 
mr 
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t Denote the i-th occurence of a monorecurs1ve letter in o (cr), 
t ;?: p.+p , by a. (t) and its period by k .• 1 C 1 1 
Since 
( 1 ) Vt , t ' ;?: p . +p 
1 C 
we have 
'lfid 1 ,2, ... ,m} [if. t = t' mod(k.) then 
1 
a.(t) = a.(t')J 
1 1 
u = l.c.m.(k 1,k2 , ... ,k) and t ~ p.+p. m 1 C 
By (2) and lemma 2.1, for all t > p.+p and all 
- 1 C 
n,,n2,··•,nm+1's1,s2,··•,Sm+1€l: holds: 
a (t)) = 
m 
Pm 
o (a1 (t+u) a2
(t+u) ... am(t+u)) = 
p 
o m(s 1 a 1(t+u) s2 a2(t+u) s 3 .•. sm am(t+u) sm+ 1) 
In particular: 
pi+pc+pm( ) pi+pc+pm+u( ) 
o a = o a and hence 
IL(G)I ~ p-pr + l.c.m.(k1 ,k2 , ... ,km) D 
Corollary Let G be quasi-reduced. L(G) is finite iff L = l· u l . 
V 1 mr 




. ~ y(ok(cr)) n (I u lr\Lmr) f ¢. 
k=O C 
For some t;?: 0 b€y(ot(cr)) n I \L . 
r mr By the 
previous arguments L(G) is infinite. 
t 
n I . Since For some t ~ 0 bq(o (cr)) G 1S 
C 






(cr)) n l \l f ¢ for some t', which gives us r mr 
case 1. 
Hence if L(G) is finite the assumption is false, i.e.' u' \' -le lr lmr -
Clearly, if a,bEl and a~ b then a~ b. 
mr 
Hence, if L(G) is finite then RCS(S) consists of pairwise incomparable 
classes of monorecursive letters. The converse is trivially true. 
Therefore, the family of finite DOL-languages is contained in the 
family of DOL-languages of which the RCS consists of pairwise 
incomparable elements. 
G = <{a,b},{a + aa, b + b}, ab> yields 
2t 
L(G) = {a bit~ O} and the RCS consists of pairwise incomparable 
elements. Hence the containment is proper. 
p.+p 
Lemma 3.8 L(G) is infinite iff y{o i c(cr)) n lv \ lmr f ¢ 
Proof By theorem 3.7 D 
p.+2p +p p.+p 
L(G) is finite iff lo i - c r(cr)I = lo i c(cr)I . Theorem 3,9 
V V 
Proof+, L(G) is finite. 
p.+2p +p 
pi+pc 
Since ly n y{o (cr)) 
. lo i c r(cr)lv 
p.+2p +p 
+, lo i c r(cr)I 
V 
p.+p 
= lo i c(cr)I 
V 
p.+p 




Va.El [if a.Ea i c(cr) then lo (a.)I = 1] 
i V i i V 
case 1 a.El \ l • i r mr 
p +p 
lo c r(a.)I 
i V 
contradiction. 
> 1 where k. 
i 
= mih K a. 
-i 
case 2 a.El • By the corollary of lemma 3,2 and lemma 3,4 this 
i C 
reduces to case 1. 
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case 3 a.EI.: contrary to lemma 3.2. 
J. J. 
Since cases 1 - 3 cannot occur, a.El and the proof follows by 
J. mr 
theorem 3,7 □ 
Corollary 
p.+2p +p p.+p 
L(G) is infinite iff lo 1 c r(cr)j > lo 1 c(cr)j . 
V V 
Remark Up to now we have given several criteria f'or determining 
-.,.. 
whether L(G) is finite or infinite, 
(i) 
(ii) 
If le u Lr\ Lmr f ¢ and G is quasi-reduced, then L(G) is infinite. 
If y(ot(cr)) n l cl , t ~ p.+p, then L(G) is finite. v- mr 1 c 
(iii) If lot(cr)I =lot' (cr)I , with t--t' ~ p +p and t' ~ p.+p , then 
V V r C J. C 
L(G) is finite. 
Relevant to the solution of the word problem are the following 
observations. 
Let L(G) be infinite. 
p.+p 
3a.q(o 1 c(cr)) 
J. 
n*k. 
VnEN [jo 1 (a.)I 
J. V 
> n] 
If we taken= lw I , then after p.+p +n*k. productions, surely, we 
T V J. C J. 
* know whether cr==+w. 
T 
( . 1..-n*ki(a.)I ,). N.B. clearly, n is a very poor lower bound on u 
J. V 
Let L(G) be finite. 
3x,uEIN [ox(cr) = ox+u(cr)J, i.e. 
L(G) = {ot(cr)lo ~ t < x+u}. 
If w fL(G) then cr~w . 
T T 
Lemma 3.10 Let S = <I,o> be a semi DOL and aE\ . lmr 
p +t p +t' 
om (a)= om (a) fort' - t mod (k) 
p +t p +t' 
om (a) f om (a) fort' $ t mod (k) 
where t,t'E~ and k is the period of a. 
Proof Let C(a) = b0 ,b 1 , ... ,bk_ 1, 
sequence of a. 




(cr)) n I \L f ¢ for some t', which gives us r mr 
case 1. 
Hence if L{G) is finite the assumption is false, i.e. Leu Lr\ lmr = 
= ¢ □ 
Olearly, if a,bEL and a~ b then a~ b. 
mr 
Hence, if L(G) is finite then RCS(S) consists of pairwise incomparable 
classes of monorecursive letters. The converse is trivially true. 
Therefore, the family of finite DOL-languages is contained in the 
family of DOL-languages of which the RCS consists of pairwise 
incomparable elements. 
G = <{a,b},{a + aa, b + b}, ab> yields 
t 
L(G) = {a2 bit~ O} and the RCS consists of pairwise incomparable 
elements. Hence the containment is proper. 
p.+p 
Lemma 3,8 L(G) is infinite iff y(o 1 c(cr)) n Lv \ Imr f ¢ 
Proof By theorem 3,7 □ 
p.+2p +p p.+p 
L{G) is finite iff lo 1 _c r(cr)I = lo 1 c(cr)I. Theorem 3,9 
V V 
Proof+, L(G) is finite. 
p.+2p +p 
p.+p 
Since ' n Y ( o 
1 
c ( cr)) c ' Ly - lmr 














¥a.EI [if a.Ea 1 c(cr) then lo (a.)I = 1] 
1 V 1 1 V 
case 1 a.El \ I • i r mr 
p +p 
lo c r(a.)I 
1 V 
k. 
~ lo 1 (a.)I > 1 where k. 
1 V 1 
contradiction. 
= min K a. 
-1 
case 2 a.EI • By the corollary of lemma 3.2 and lemma 3.4 this 
1 C 
reduces to case 1. 
case 3 
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a.EI,: contrary to lemma 3,2. 
1 1 
Since cases 1 - 3 cannot occur, a.El and the proof follows by 
1 mr 
theorem 3,7 □ 
p.+2p +p p.+p 
Corollary L(G) is infinite iff lo 
1 c r(cr)I > lo 1 c(cr)j . 
V V 
Remark Up to now we have given several criteria for determining 
whether L(G) is finite or infinite. 
(i) If l u l \ l +¢and G is quasi-reduced, then L(G) is infinite. c r mr 
(ii) If y(ot(cr)) n l c l r' t ~ p.+p , then L(G) is finite. 
V - m 1 C 
(iii) If lot(cr)I =lot' (cr)I , with t-t' ~ p +p and t' ~ p.+p , then 
V V r C 1 C 
L(G) is finite. 
Relevant to the solution of the word problem are the following 
observations. 
Let L(G) be infinite. 
p.+p 
3a.q(o 1 c(cr)) 
1 
n*k. 
VnEN [ Io 1 (a. ) I 
1 V 
> n] 
If we taken= lw l , then after p.+p +n*k. productions, surely, we 
T V 1 C 1 
* know whether cr-==+w. 
T I n*k· I (N.B. clearly, n is a very poor lower bound on o 1 (a.) , ). 
1 V 
Let L(G) be finite. 
3 [ x( ) x+u( ) J . x,uEfl_q" o a = o a , i.e. 
L(G) = {ot(cr)lo ~ t < x+u}. 
If w ~L(G) then cr~w. 
T T 
Lemma 3.10 Let S = <I,o> be a semi DOL and aE' . lmr 
p +t 
c5 m (a) 
p +t I 
=om (a) fort' _ t mod (k) 
p +t p +t' 
om (a) f om (a) fort' $ t mod (k) 
where t,t'E~ and k is the period of a. 
Proof Let C(a) = b0 ,b 1 ,. , , ,bk_ 1, 
sequence of a. 
b =a, be the unique connecting 
0 
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o (a)= nbt mod(k)~ E r: lmr r: (by definition of C(a) and 
( 1 ) and ( 2 ) ) • 
By (1)-(4), ot(a) #ot\a) fort$ t' mod(k), t,t' ~ O. More in particular: 
p +t p +t' 
(5) o m (a) # o m (a) fort$ t' mod(k), t,t' > O. 
pm 
Since o (n) = A ~ \* for all n" l m and (4) we have: 
p t Pm 
o m(o (a))= o (n bt mod(k) ~) = 
p p t' 
m m 
o (n' bt' mod(k) ~') = o (o (a)) 
fort_ t' mod(k), t,t' ~ o, and ot
1




o m ( a) 
p +t' 
= o m ( a) fort= t' mod(k), t,t' :::_ 0. 
From (5) and (6) the lemma follows. D 
Lemma 3.11 Let S = <r,o> be a semi DOL and a E \ lmr' 
p +t p +t' 
om (a)# om (a)µ withµ El+ 
for all t,t' E ~. 
Proof By (1)-(4) and (6) of the previous proof. D 
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3.2. THE WORD PROBLEM 
The derived theorems yield an algorithm to decide the word problem. 
. . . p.+p 
According to the proof of lemma 3,2 all vital a. E y(o 1 c(cr)) are 
1 
derived from previous occurrences of recursive letters and will recur 
again. 
p.+p p.+2p +p 
By comparing lo 1 c(cr)I and lo 1 c r(cr)I we know whether L(G) 
V V 
is finite or infinite. (theorem 3.9). If L(G) is infinite we generate 
along and compare ot(cr) and w until either ot(cr) = w or 
T T 
lot(cr)I > lw I . 
V TV p.+p 
If L(G) is finite all vital a. E o 1 c(cr) are monorecursive 
1 
( theorem 3. 7 ) . 
p.+p 
1 C ~ ,* Let o (a) = n1 a1 n2 a2 •.. nm am nm+!1 with n1 , ... ,nm+1 "' lm 
and a1,···,am E lmr· 
Since 
Pm. 
o (n) = >.. for all n e: I: we have 
p p.+p Pm pm p pm 
( 1 ) o m(o i c(cr)) = o ( n 1 ) 
o ( a
1 
) o m(a ) o ( nm+1) = m 





) ... o ( a ) • 
m 
By lemma 3.10 (let k. be the period of a.): 
1 1 
(2) Va. E l 
1 mr Vt ,t' > 0 
[if t 
p +t 
- t' mod(k.) then o m (~.) = 
. 1 1 
and by lemma 3.11 
(3) 
p +t p +t' 
Va. e: l Vt,t' > o Vµ e: l+ [om (a.)# om (a.)µJ. 
1 mr 1 1 
(1)-(3) reduces the problem, for finite L(G), to the following: 
do there exist t 1 ,t2
, ... ,tm EN such that 
p +t 
om m(a) = w 
m -r 





u = t. mod(k.) 
]. ]. 
< i < m (cf. ( 2)). 
*(p-p +u) 
If u exists then cr ,._==r=~ w . Because of (3) 
1" 
Theorem 3,14. (Generalized Chinese Remainder Theorem, cf. Dickson [2]; 
also Knuth [5, p. 256]). 
Let k1 , ... ,km be positive integers and let t 1 , .•• ,t~ be any integers. 
There is exactly one integer u which satisfies the conditions 
0 < u < l.c.m.(k1 , .•• ,k ) - m 
u = t . mod ( k. ) 
]. ]. 
( 1 < i 2- m) 
iff t. - t . moq. ( g. c. d ( k. ,k. ) ) 
]. J ]. J 
( 1 < i < J < m) . 
Corollary. A solution for u = t.· mod(k.) (1<i<m) yields 
]. ]. 
u < l.c,m. (k1, •.. ,km), when m denotes the number of monorecursive p.+p 
letters in o 1 c(cr). 
Clearly, k. = ![a.JI and if a.€ [a_]- then k. = k. (cf. lemma 3.4) 
]. ]. J ]. J ]. 
Hence u < l.c.m (l[aJ 11 ,.,.,l[aJql) where 
{[aJ
1 
, ••• ,[a] } = L /n., 
q r (G is quasi-reduced), 
We conclude that, if we know that L(G) is finite, by examining the 
propagations of the different letters in cr for maximal p. + p + p + 
l C m 
+ p = p steps we know whether or not 
r 
p-p +u 
w = o r (cr) 
1" 
where u < 1. c .m (k1 , ... ,km) = 1. c .m. ( I [a] 11 , • , , , I [a]q l ) • 
If we have to decide first whether L(G) is finite or not we need 
p + p · + p generations. 
C r 
3.2.1. THE ALGORITHM 
We present the algorithm written in pseudo ALGOL so as to make it at 
once more unambiguous and comprehensible. 
4 Algorithm solves the word problem for DOL's 4 









begin if lcrlv > lw.lv then 
begin print ({no solutiont); goto exit end 
else if CJ= w then, --- .--
begin print ({solution foundl); goto exit end; 
end· __ , 
4 classify all a. € I; by 
k i 
examining O<~::;;p y(ok(ai)) 
l ;. l , or. l .· u o (a.), whether they belong to m r _ c O<k::;;p 1 
If , a. € L° 
i r then determine its smallest period k. 4 1 
compare (cr,w ); 
T 
for i:= 1 step 1 until p a.o 
begin o:= o(o); compare (o,w ) 
T 
end; vital b:= lcrlv; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until p do v-
begin o:= o(o); compare (o,w) 
T 
end; vital end:= lolv; 
if vital end= vital b then goto phase 5; 
4 L(G) is infinite 4 
a:= o(cr); compare (o,w ); 
T 
goto phase 4; 
4 L(G) is finite¢ 
i := 1; 
for j:= 1 step 1 until ki do 





if w - '[ 
begin 
end· _,
t. := j; J. . 
if w 'f - '[ 
if w = - '[ 
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w := n; i:= i+1; 
'[ 
11. A i .::_ m then goto next else 
11. Ai= m+1 ~ goto phase 6 
print ({no solutiont); goto exit; 
phase 6: for i:= 1 step 1 until m-1 do 
exit: 
begin for j:= i+1 step 1 until m do 
if t. * t .. mod ( g. C. d. ( k. ,k. ) ) 
- J. J J. J 
then begin print (fno solutiont); goto exit end 
~; 
print ( {solution found,4); 
Def, 3.2. Let G = <l,o,a> be a DOL. The growth function F: ITT+ fil is 
defined by F(t) = lot(cr)I .-[Szilard, 1971; paper by 
Salomaa & Paz in preparation]. 
The following speed up of the algorithm, especially when L(G) is infinite, 
was suggested by A. Paz. 
Use the growth function of the DOL to determine the indexes of the 
(finitely many if L(G) is infinite) words in ~(G) which have a length 
equal to lw.l. Then approach these words rapidly by generating 






= c1 ... 
2t 







o2 ( C ) 
n 
In this fashion we approach with exponential speed a word of large index 
without having to generate the intermediate words. 
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3,3, THE SIZE OF FINITE DOL LANGUAGES 
Lemma 3,15. Let L(G) be a finite DOL language generated by G = <I,o,cr>. 
Vj > p.+p 
- 1. C 
Proof By lemma 3,4 a~d theorem 3,7, D 
Theorem 3.16. Let L(G) be a finite DOL language generated by G = <I,o,cr>. 
Proof 
u < L(G) < u+p-p 
- - r 
t Denote the i-th occurrence of a monorecursi ve letter 1.n -o ( cr) , 
t > p.+p by a.(t). Let lot(cr)I = m and k. be the period of a .. - 1. c' 1. mr 1. 1. 
( 1 ) ift,t' > p.+p Vie: {1,2, ... ,m} [if t = t' mod(k.) then - 1. C 1. 
a. (t) = a. (t') else 1. 1. 
a . ( t ) :f:. a. ( t ' ) J. 
1. 1. 
Therefore: 
(2) Vt > p . +p if j < 1. c • m. ( k 
1 
, ••• , k ) 
- 1. C m 
Hence 
By the proof of theorem 3,7 








a 1(t+j) a2(t+j) ,,. am(t+j)J 
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Corollary. Since k. = j[a.JI for a € t 
- 1 1 i lmr' 
( n-1) .::_p 1+p 
( m-1) .::. p 1+p 
wheres is the number of monorecursive letters with different periods 
p.+p 
in o 1 c(cr) (in}: if~G is quasi-reduced), n is the number of different 
. mr + 
- pi pc 
monorecursive letters in o (cr), and mis the number of occurrences of 
p.+p 
monorecursive letters in o 1 c(cr). 
For the numeric example given in the introduction to section 3 we find: 
(m=5, p=5, K=2) 
which upper bound may be minimized by taking the different periods of 
a 1 ,a2
, ••. ,am into account. 
The reduction on the size of upper bound on jL(G)I we have reached: 
(p;..1 )MKP+M (p-1 )MKP+M ( 
1 
)MKP 
.._p ____ = p ~ el( p- 1". ) 
m M ~ p • 
p+p p+p 
Strangely enough, it appears that K, i.e. the max. length of o(a), has 
no influence on the size of L(G). 
We are now in the position to tackle the following problems. Let 
G = <}:,o,cr> be a DOL 
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(i) What is the minimal size of I such that IL(G) I = n 
(ii) What if;) the minimal size of I such tha½ IL(G) I > n 
(iii) What is the maximal size of L(G) when I I I ·= n, 
(iv) What is the maximal •size of L(G) when I I I < n, 
Let f 1,f2 ,f3
,f4: liif ➔ IN 
be functions which map n onto the asked sizes in (i) ... (iv).. 
m 
f 1 (n) = min{ I k.+d m e: IN; k1, ... ,km <:: IN are pairwise prime; 
i=1 i 
m 





(n) = min{ I k.+d I .m <:: IN; k1, •.• ,kni <:: IN are pairwise prime; i=1 i 
m 




(n) = max{ II k.+d m <:: IN; k 1, ..• ,km € IN are pairwise prime; i=1 i 
m 
d <:: IN and I k.+d = n}. 
i=1 i 
m 
I f 4(n) = max{ II k.+d m <:: IN; k1 , • • . ,km <:: IN are pairwise prime; i=1 i 
m 
d <:: IN and I k.+d < n}. 
i=1 i 
O]!en J2roblems: investigate f 1 
, f2, f 3 




I wish to thank Dr. J.W. de Bakker, Mathematisch Centrum, for valuable 
discussions and criticism which resulted in an improved presentation, 
and Mr. F.A.L.M. Goossens, SARA, who did the programming . .. 
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The programs are used in batch processing mode. Input to the program 
is presented on the same medium as the program itself. Output appears 
on the assigned peripheral. 
PROGRAM #1 
ARCHITECTURE 
Description of input format: syntax 
q: spaces, tabulations, and carriage returns are skipped q: 
<letter>::= cj: all characters available except "=" and "/" q: 
<nonzero string>::= <letter>l<letter><no~zero string> 
<string>::= <empty>l<nonzero string> 
<production rule>::= <letter>=> <string> 
<grammar>::= <production rule>/1-<prdduction rule>/<gra.mmar> 
<gr~ar declaration>::= g/<grammar>/ 
<beginword declaration>::= b/<nonzero ~tring>/ 
<endword declaration>::= e/<string>/ 
<follow up job>::= job= b/<beginword declaration>! 
job= e/<endword declaration>! 
job= be/<beginword declaration><endword declaration> 
<job>::= job= g/<gramrnar declaration><beginword declaration> 
<endword declaration> 
<long job>::= <job>j<long job><follow up job> 
<multiple ''job>::= <long job> job = / I <long job><multiple job> 
Description of input format: se~antics 
To begin with, information concerning the nature of the input is 
presented. "job = g11 signifies: "a new set of production rules (grammar), 
a new axiom (beginword) and a new targetword (endword) follow". 
"g/" identifies the subsequent grammar, written in the obvious way with 
"=" followed by">" acting as a production arrow. The grammar is ter-
minated by an additional "/". "b/" identifies the subsequent beginword, 
i.e. ; <nonzero string> terminated by an additional"/". 
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"e/" identifies the subsequent endword, 1,e. a string terminated by 
an additional "/". 
When we use the same grammar to test several beginwords and enwords 
the <long job> job=/ is appropriate, e.g.: 




job = b/ q: expect a new beginword q: 
b/<beginword:;>/ 
job = e/ cj: expect a new endword q: 
e/<endword>/ 
job = be/ q: expect a new beginword and endword q: 
b/<beginword>/ 
e/<endword>/ 
job = I 
When several grammars have to be tested in the same run the 
<multiple job> is used: when one <long job> is finished, "job= g/" 
is encountered and the program is ready for a new grammar, beginword 




* * a=- abbbbb ? a ===;, abbbb ? 
S = <{a} {a➔aa}> 
2 ' 
* aa ==> aaaa ? * a-==;, aaaaa? 
Input: 
job= g/ 





job = g/ 










Description of the output format 
The program processes one <job> or <follow up job> at a time. First the 
corresponding input is printed, then the jobnumber, .the number of 
generations which were needed to reach a conclusion, the phase of the 
algorithm in which the conclusion was reached (cf, 3,3) and the 




<phase number>::= 112131415161 5<digit><digit><digit><digit><idgit> 
<solution>::= solution found I no solution 
<print input>::= <job>l<follow up job> 
<job output>::= <print input> 
jobnumber: <number> 
number of generations: <number> 
phase: <phase number> 
<solution> 
<multiple job output>;:= <job output> job= /I 
<job output><multiple job output> 
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The <jobnumber> is numbered consecutively from 1 ton (when the 
<multiple jeb> contains n <job>'s and <follow up job>'s). 
phase number: i signifies "in phase i (of algorithm 3.3) a conclusion 
was reached". 
phase number: 5 ••• i signifies "in the finite case (phase 5) the i-th 
monorecursive letter of oP(cr) did not produce a prefix of the (reduced) 
endword. w " • 
T 
number of generations: n indicates on(cr) = w 
T 
only in the finite case, n = 2p-p. 
m * 
<solution> is "solution found" if cr * w and "no solutien" if cr ===F- w 
T T 
Example. (output of first input <job> example) 
job= g/ 








error job control input 
error in in]?Ut 
no transition sign 
+ subsequent to "job=" one of the 
following symbels is missing: "g", "b", 
"e", or "/ 11 • 
+ (i) input format incorrect, e.g. grammar 
inputted after begin- or endword. 
(ii) insufficient input, e.g. no grammar, 
begin----©~- endword. 
(iii) the identification symbol 
in front of grammar, begin- and endword 
is not a "g", "b" and "e". 
+ a production rule without"=" has been 
encountered, 
symbol in grammar not 
defined 
symbol in word not in 
grammar 





+ a symbol occurs in the righthandside 
of a production rule for which no 
production rule is given, i.e. o is 
not total. 
+ a symbol occurs in the begin- or end-
word, for which no production rule is 
given. 
+ the production being executed overwrites 
indispensable memory, e.g. production 
rules, 
+ either program or algorithm (or computer) 
is defective. 
+ normal program termination. 
The program is written for use on the EL-X8 at the Mathematical Centre. 
The characterset used is that of the MC-flexowritercode. Transput is 
according to the ALGOL-60 compiler of the MC and only two procedures 
make use of it: procedure error and procedure nextsymbol, 
C.f.: D, Grune, Handleiding Milli systeem voor de EL~X8, LR 1.1, 
Mathematisch Centrum, 1971. 
To promote efficient use of memory, the production rules, beginword, 
endword, the concurrently produced word, the previously produced word, 
and, if necessary, information for application of the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem are stored in one array called "array" (see figure). 
production endword memory used for beginword 
rules word generation 
Low core high core 
"array" 
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The production rules are stored as follows (the figure depicts the 
storage of a+ o(a)) 
!////! ///1 
InfoI111ation furnished 
by proc classify 





a is mortal, vital, recursive 
depending on class of a. 
If a e: Ir cycle:= 
If a e: lm cycle:= 
If a e: lv cycle:= 





n = I o(a) I• 
one location for each 
letter in o( a). 
generations needed to derive\, 
To construct the correct pointers between the different entries in the 
table of production rules an additional array "addresskey11 is used. 
"addresskey" has one location for each character in the characters et 







G = <{a,c},{a+ac,c+cc},a> 
////!; 
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Subsequent to the reading of the production rules, the pointers in 
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All words are stored in a similar way. The entry point contains the 
word length, Subsequent elements of the array contain pointers to the 
corresponding production rule. When the word is stored at high core, 
the word length is taken negative otherwise positive. 
Let the beginword be "a" and the endwol'.'d "accccc 11 • 
end word beginword 
~161217171717171 .: 121-, I 
Low core high core 
"array" 
Productions are executed as follows. The first production will trans-
form the beginword cr into the next word o(cr) stored at low core from 
the endword upwards. o2 (o) will be stored at high core from the begin-
word downwards. o3 (o') overwrites o(o) at low core etc. 
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State of "array" after five productions. 
• A A j 
•• .,, y .. 
production endword 
o5(cr) a\ cr) beginword rules w 
T 
➔ ' -r A A / -
" Y V V 
"array" 
Productions from individual letters, are, if needed, executed in a 





The program generates a finite propagation of a given DOL G = <r,o,cr> 
e.g. 
2 k = cr,&(cr),o (cr), ••• ,o (cr). 
(O<i<k) are printed which are specified in the input, 
ARCHITECTURE 
The input format is similar to that of program #1 with the following 
alterations: 
job= gp/ cj: "p" stands for "print generated words as s]?)ecifiea in 
print command". When "p" is emitted, no word except the 
beginword is printed, cj: 
e/<number>/ cj: <number> replaces <string> in <endword declaration> of 
program #1, and determines the number of productions the 
program executes, cj: 
cj: fellowed by the printcommand cj: 
p/f<number>l<number>s<number>/ 
which means: 
for i: = 0 step 1 until F-1 , F step S until k-L-1 , 
k-L step 1 until k do print ( o1 (cr)); 
where F = <number> following f 
L = <number> following 1 
S = <number> followings 
f<number> omitted:. F:= 0 
l<number> omitted: L:= 0 
s<number>· omitted: S:= 1 
Error messages. Similar to ptogram #1, but for "program error", and 
in addition: 
no,separator after countcommand +"/"omitted after "e/k/" 
error in printspecification + "p/f<number>l<number>s<number>/ 11 
is not correct. 

























































•COMMENT• 2317R, AUGUST 1971, PAUL VtTANYI ANO PRANK GOOSSENS! 
•INTEGER• BEGIN OF MEMORV,ENO OF MEMURV,FIRSTKEV,LASTKEYl 
BEGIN OF MEMORy::1; 
END OF MEMORYl•30000l 
F1RSTKEY:=Ol 
LASTKEV::1271 
1 BEGIN 1 •INTEGER• 'ARRAY• ADDRESSKEY(FIRSTKEY:LASTKEV] 
,ARRAV[BEGIN OF MEMORY : END OF MEMOWVl 
; 
















1 END• IN1TIALIZEl 
'PROCEDURE' ERROM(STRING)l 1 STRING• SYRINGJ 
1 BEG1N' CARRIAGE(2llPRINTTEXT(STRING)INLCRJ 
pRINTTEXT('(•JOBNUMBERl 1 )'):~BSFIXT(2,0,JOB);EXIT 
'END' ERROR; 
'PROCEDURE' READ )NPUTI 
1 BEG1N 1 •INTEGER• COOE,OUMMVl 
•FOR• CODEI: NEXTSYMBOL 'WHILE' CODE+ EQUALSIGN 100•; 
•FOR• COOEls NEXTSYMBOL •WHILE' CODE f SEPARATOR •OO• 
• IF' COOE:G tTHEN' GRAM::BEG1NlsEN01: 1 FALSE 1 •ELSE' 
• IF' CODE ■ B •THEN' BEGIN;e 1 FALSE 1 1 ELSE 1 
•IF 1 COO~:E •THENI END:= 1 FALSE 1 1 ELSE 1 
ERR0R( 1 ( 1 ERROR JOB CONTROL 1NPUT') 1 )J 
•IF' GRAM A BEGIN A ENO 'TH~N• F.RROR( 1 ( 1 PROGRAM END 1 ) 1 )l 
•FOR• OUMMY:sO 1 WHILE' -GRAM Y ~BEGIN v ~ENO •oO• 
•BEGIN' COOE;:NEXTSVMBOL; 
•IF' -GRAM A C00E$G ITHEN• 
•BEGIN' READ GRAMMAR)GRAM:s•TRUE 1 •END• •ELSE• 
•IF' -BEG1N A cooE•B A GRAM •THFN• 
•BEGIN' GENlRATE BEGIN'IIOROJBt:GINl: 1 TRUE' 1 END• 'ELSE• 
•IF• -ENO A COOE=E A GRAM •THEN' 
•BEGIN' GEIH.RATE ENOWORO;E~m:e'TRUE 1 1 END 1 'ELSE' 
ERROR('( 1 ERROR IN INPUT')'): 
•ENO• 
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•PROCEDURE' READ GRAMMARJ 
'8EG1N 1 •INTEGER' SYMBOL,SYM,HELP,1,Jl 
•F'oR• 1:=FIRSTKEY 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LASTKEY •oo•AOORESSKEY[lll=OJ 
BOMl:BEGIN OF MEMORV; EON:• ENO OF' MEMORY! 
p::O; NEXTSYMBOLJ 
•COMMENT• SEPARATOR OF CONTROLW~RO IS REAOI 
•FOR• SYMBOL::NEXTSVMBOL 'WH1LE' SYMB0LfSEPARAT0R 1 DO• 
~BEGIN' t 1F'1 NEXTSYM80LtEQUALSIGN 1 THEN 1 ERROR( 1 ( 1 NO TRANSITION S~GN•) 1 )J 
NEXTSYMeOLJ 




•FOR• SYMlcNEXTSYMB~L •WHILE• SYM + SEPARATOR •00 1 
1BEGIN 1 ARRAY[BOM]::SVMIBOM::BOM+1 'ENO'l 
ARRAY[HEL~l:=BOM•HELP•ll 
P: =P+ll 
•cO~MENT• GRAMMARRULt COUNTER; 
•END 1 ; 
EWli:BOMJ 
Jli:11 
•F'oR• 1:=1 1 STEP 1 1 1UNTl'L 1 P •r,o• 
•BEGIN' J::J+INPOGRAMl 
•EN0 1 ; 
HELP :=:ARRAY [ J) l 
1 ,01:ii SVMIC1 'STE.P 1 l •UNTIL' HELP •oo• 
1 BEGIN 1 SYMBOL:=AODRESSKEY[ARRAY[J+SVMJ]l 
I END•; 




•ENO• READ GRAMMAR:· 
1PROCEDURE 1 READ WORD(BADDRESS,DIRECYIO~,EAOORESS)l 
'VALUE' OIRECTIONJ'INTEGER 1 BAOORESS,DIRECTION,EAOORESS: 




•COMMENT' S~PARATOR OF' CON,-RULWORO IS READJ 
•FOR• SVM:=NEXTSVMBOL •WHILE• SVM + SEPARATOR •DO' 
•BEGIN' HELP::AOORESSKEY(SYMJI 





•ENO• READ WORDl 
•PROCEDURE' GENEHATE BEG!NWOROJ 
1 8EG1N• EOMl:END OF' MEMORYI 
RtAO WORD(BW,-1,EOM)l 
1 END• GENERATE B~GINWORDI 
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1 I NT EGER• • PROCEOURE • NEXTSVMBOL; 
1 BCGiN 1 • INTEGER' SVMl 
NEXT: 5YM::RESYMlPRSVM(SVM)l 
•IF' SVM:SPACE v SVM:TAB v SVM•TWNR 1 THEN 1 1 GQT0' NEXT 
;NEXTSVMBCL::svM 
~ •END• NExTSYMBOLl 
• INTEGER• •PROCEDURE• CLASS SVMBOLS(~OORESS 1 KINO)l 
'VALUE' AODRESS,KINO;' INTEGER' AOORESS,~INDJ 
'BEC.1N 1 • 1 NTEGER' l,N,HELPI 
N::ARRAY(AODRESSJI 
HELP::OJ 
•FOR• 1 ::1 •sTEP• 1 'UNTIL' N,•:t •STEP' -1 1 UNT.IL 1 N •00 1 
, IF' ARRAV[ARRAY[ADORESS+I ]+~LASSJ•KIND •THEN• 
HELP::HELP+iJ 
CLASS SVMBOLS:=HELP 
'ENO• CLASS SVMBOLSJ 
•INTEGER• •PROCEOURE• GCO(A,B)J'VALI.Jt;• A,BJ 1 1NTEGER• A,B; 
1 BEG1N1 •INTEGER• W; 
AGAIN: t IF' B* (J 1 THEN 1 
•BEGIN• w:=A•AlB•BI 
A:=e, a::W; 1 GOTQ• AbAIN 
•ENO I l 
GCOl: ABS(A) 
1 ENO• GCOI . 
1 BOOLEAN• •PROCEDURE• COMPPREFIX(WORO,EW,EWN)J'VALUE• WORO,EW,EWNJ•INTEGER• WORO,EW,EWNJ 




'IF' EWN < ABS(M) 1 THEN 1 •Go..-0 1 REAOVJ 
•FOR• 1 :=1 •sTEP 1 1 •UNTIL' M,•'.1. •STEP' -1 'UNTIL'M •Do• 
•IF' ARRAY[woRD+IH ARRAY(EW+ Al3S(I)] 'THEN' 'GOTO' READVJ 
cOMPPREF1x::•TRUE'J 
'END• COMPPREFIXJ 
'PROCEDURE' CLASS I FY (PI PM1 I' VALUE I P; 1 I NT EGER I P ~PMI 
•BEGIN• •INT EGER' I I J,N I ,ADDRESS, SVMUOL,C I RCLE,1< I N0 1 NJ 
pM:=o; 
•FOR• J::FIRSTl<EY 1 STEP' 1 'UNTIL' LASTl<EV 'DO• 
•BEGIN' AOORESS::SVMBOL:=ADOHESSl<EV[J)lCIRCLE:=01 
1 1F• SYMBOL ,o 'THEN• 
1 BEGfN 1 
1 F"0FP I :11:I: •STEP' 1 •UNTIL' p 1 00 1 
1 BEGIN 1 1 11' 1 I > 1 'THE"!' GENERATE(AOORESS)I 
N: ■ ARRAY[ADDHESS]l 
• IF' N•O •THt;N' 
•BEGIN 1 KIND:=01PMl:PM+1; 1 GOTO• READY'EN0 1 1 ELSE 1 
•FOR' NI ::1 1 STF'.P 1 1 •UNTIL' M,•1 1 STEP 1 •1 'UNTIL• N 100' 
1 1F 1 ARRAV[At,ORr.SS+NI ]:SYMBOL •THEN' 
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•ENO• CLASSIFY; 
•PROCEDURE' GENERATE(ADDRESS)J 1 1NTEGER' ADDRESSJ 
•BEG1N 1 •INTEGER' N,STEP,NEW,K, l,R,M,JI 
Nl=ARRAY[ADDRESS]l 
•IF' N < O •THEN' 
•BEGIN' STEP::lJNEW::BOM •ENUI 1 ELSE 1 













































'FOR• J:=1 •STEP• 1 •UNTIL' M •oo• 
1 BEGIN 1 K;•K•STEPJ 
ARRAY[NEW+KJ;:ARRAY[R+J] 
I E:NC> t 




~PROCEDURE' COMPARECADORESS)J'VALUE• ADORESS; 1 1NTEGER• ADDRESS; 




•IF' VITALEhO < VITALBIII 'THEN• 1 GOTO' END Of JOB 
• 11' 1 EWNOS= ABS(N7 •THEN' 
•!IEGIN 1 STEP:=• IFI N < 0 •THl:N 1 •1 'ELSE• 11 
1 F0h' 11:1 •STEP' 1 •UNTIL' Ell/NOS 1 D0 1 
•END•; 
t 1f• ARRAY[EW+I ):j: ARHAY(AOORESS+STEP•I] •THEN' 
'GOTO' READYl 
SOLUTION:= 1 TRUE 1 ; 1 Gnro• ENO Of JOB 
'ENO• COMPARE; 
?.15 1N 1 T1AL1zE1 
2:6 START: PHASE:•1: S0LUTION:•tFALSE 1 JJOB:=JOD•11 
217 REAP INPuT: 
?L8 COUNT::Q: 
219 VITALENO:•EWNOS• CLASS SYMBOLS(EW,MnHTAL)l 
2?0 COMPARECBW)l 
?.21 PHASEl•2; 
222 •FOR• I ::1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' P •oo• 
223 'BEG1N• GENERATE(BW); 
224 C0UNT::COUN1•il 





2.SO •FOR• 1 ::1 'STEP' 1 tUNTI~• PVR 1 00• 













































1 1Ft VITAL.P•VITAL.BW 1 THEN 1 1 GOTo•· VARYING 1 ELSE 1 • 








1 IF 1 NBW < 0 1 THEN' EOMJ•EOM+NBW•1 'EL.S~• 
BOM:=BOM+NBW+1l 
BEGtNPAIRl=BOMI 
•FOR• 1::1 'STEP' 1 •UNT1~• NBW ,•1 •STEP' -1 1 UNTIL 1 NBW 1 00 1 
1 BEG1N 1 LW:=L.ETTERl:ARRAY[BW+I]; 
•IF'' ARRAY[LETTER+CL.ASS]: RE~URSIVE •THEN' 
•BEGIN' PMASE:=50000+ ABS(f )1 
1 FO~• Jla1 •STEP' 1 •uNTIL 1 PM 1 00' 
GENlRATE(LW)I 
PL:sARRAY[L.ETTER+CYCLE]: 
'F'OR• J::1 1 STEP 1 1 •UNTIL' PL •oo• 
1 BEGIN 1 GENERATE(LW); 
1 END 1 l 
1 IF• COMPPREflX(LW,EWMEL.P,EWN) 1 THEN 1 














274 'FORt ll:BEG1NPA1R ·1 STEP 1 2 1 UNTIL' ijQMP.11N 1 D0 1 
275 1 FORt Jl,1+2 •ST&P' 2 1 UNTI~• DOMMIN 1 0~ 1 ~,6 1 8EGIN 1 o:: GCO(ARRAY[l+1),ARRAY[J+1J)I 
277 •IF' REMAINDER(ARRAY(l],0) : RE'-1AINDER(ARRAY[J]·,O> 'THEN' 'ELSE' IGOT0 1 END OF J08 
276 1 ENDtl 
279 SOLUTION:•'TRUE'l 
280 ENO OF JOB: NLCR;PRINTTEXT( 1 ( 1 JOBNUMBERl 1 ) 1 );ABSFIXT(2,0,JOB)J 
281 NLCR;PRINTTEXT( 1 (•NUMBER OF GENEHATIONSl')')1ABSFIXT(5,o,couNT)J 
2tl2 NLCP;PRINTTEXT('(•Pt-,ASE:•) 1 )JABSflXT(5,'1,PHASE)JNL.CR; 
283 l!F'• SOLUTION •THEN• PRINTTEXT('(' SOLUTION FOUND,')') 1 EL.SE 1 PRINTTEX1'( 1 ( 1 NO SOL.UTION, 1 ) 1 ); 
284 BW::END OF' MEMORYl 
28:> EOM::ENO OF' MEMORY+ARRAV[ENO OF MEMQ~Yl•1l 
286 BOM::EW+ARRAY(EWl+ll 
?.87 CARR1AGE(lO); 
288 •GOTO' START 
289 'ENL> 1 
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JOB:G/ 
G/ S:>PQ/ P=>V•V•/ V:>TVGER/ •=>,/ 
2=>64~/ ~=>IN/ 4=>THE/ 5:>FORESTS/ 




E/ TYGER, TYGER, BURNING BRIGHT/ 
JOBNUMBER: 1 




E/ IN THE FORESTS OF THE NIGHT/ 
JOBNUMBER: 2 . 
NUMBER OF GENERATIONS! 6 
PHASE l 2 
501.UTION F'OUND, 
JOB:E/ 
E./ WHAT I M,~ORT Al. liAND OR EVE 
Q:>WX/ W:>BURNING/ X=>BRIGHT/ U=>12/ 1:>345/ 
6:>0F/ 8=>NIGH/ H:>010=>9/ 9•>T I 
IG=> I'•> IL=>/~=> /N:> /0:> /R:> /T=> I 
COUl.O F'HAME,THV FEARFUi. SYMMETRY?/ 
JOBNUMBER: 3 











Tyger! Tyger! burning bright 
in the forests of the night 
what immortal hand or eye 
could frame thy fearful symmetry? 
William Blake in: Songs of Experience. 
P~esumably, the produced solutions 
reflect the intention of the poet. 
N.B. Program #2 has a printout of consecutively 
generated strings for all DOL's used as an 
example in Program #1, 
.i:=-
~ 
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NUMSE~ OF GENERATIONS: 
PHASE: 4 












GI A=>BC/ B:>t<D/ C:> EK/ 0:>GB/ Em>CF/ F•>IH/ G=>HI/ H•~DE/ 1•>1</ K=>t</ / 
B/A/ . · 
E/ K!-tll<OEl<IHK/ 
JOBNUMBER: 7 






The lengths of the consecutively 
generated words 
cr. o(cr), i(cr), 
form the main Fibonacci series i.e. 
,,,,2,3,5,8, ... 
(cf. 1.2 example 3). 
The DOL generates a sequence which 
can be interpreted as the development 
of the marginal meristem of a co~pound 
leaf. The system generates longer and 
longer strings on the leaf margin, with 
portions corresponding to lobes, and 
each lobe eventually splitting into 
three new lobes. We interpret the string 
by assigning cells in state k to non-
growing portions (notches) on the leaf 
margin occupying positions between 
adjacent lobes or leaflets and assigning 
cells in all other states to growing 
portions of the margin. 
(Rozenberg & Lindenmayer [BJ) 
.i::-
0, 















i/A:>BAC/ C:>CC/ B:>aB/ / 
I/A/ . . 
B 
:1eaeeeeeeeeaeeee~eeeaeeeeeaeeeeAcccceccccccccccccccccccccecccc1 
IOBNUMBER: 10 . 
IU~8Er< Of' GENERATIONS: 5 
''-iASE: 3 
NO SOL.UT I Or•. 
108:E/ 
:1eeeBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB~BBBBBBACCCCCCCCCCCCCCccccccccccceccccc/ 
IOBNUMBER: 11 , 

















kdek kgbcfk ~ 
kgbcfk khikdekihk kgbcfk 
khikdekihk kdekkgbcfkkdek khikdekihk 
«"" 111 _,........d 
C 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
Job 10-12. The semi DOL has the following RCS: 
/\ [a] 
[b]/ \ [c] 
hence L(G) is infinite (theorem 3,7 
a.'!d sequel) • 
see fig. 1. 
see fig. 2. 
see fig. 3. 
-i:=-
\0 
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JOB:E/ 
E/BBBoBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBSACCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCcccr.cccccccccc/ 
JOBNUMBER: 12 . 









JOBNUMBER: 13 . . 




G/ K:>L/ L:>M/ M•>K/ 1=>2/ 2=>3/ 3 ■ >4/ 4•>5/ 5:>6/ ~•>7/ 7•>1/ +•>•/ •=>+/ 
A:>B/ B•>C/ C:>0/ 0:>E/ E•>A/ / . 
B/L3•A4/E/K2•07/ 
JOBNUl'.,BER: 14 










The semi DOL has the following.RCS: 
A 
[b] w [c] 
[d] 
hence L(G) is infinite (theorem 3,7 
and sequel) • 
·Job 14-20, The semi DOL and an axiom dete=ine 
a finite language of well formed 
arithmetical expressions. 
The RCS consists of: 
[k] [1] [+] [a] 
0 0 0 0 
\J1 
0 
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JOB:E/E/t<l7D•/ 
JOBNUMBER: 16 




JOBNUMBER: 17 . 
















Since L(G) is finite and l = lv• 
2 * ILi = 34 generations are 
executed if wt is not encountered 
in the meantime. Then the Chinese 
Remainder theorem is applied to 
obtain a solution. (cf. algorithm 3.3), 
Note that 
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" 
JOB:G /G/1•>2•4/2=>2/4•>2•5/5=>6#5/6 ■>?/7 ■ >8/8=>9(1)/9 ■ >91(•>(/)D>)/ ••>•/ 
# ■ >#/ /B/1/ 
E/2•2•911)#d#7#6#5/ 
JOBNUMBER: 20 
NUMBEM OF' G~NER~TIONs: 6 




#9(1)#8#7#6#5/ . ' 
JOBNUMBER: 21 







Job 20-21. This DOL simulates the development of 
Callithe.~nion Roseum (a red alga), 
o = 1 
cf. A. Lindenmayer, Developmental 
systems without cellular interactions, 
their languages and grammars, J. Theoret. 
Biol. 30 (1971), 455-484. 
The DOL takes into account the progression 
from transverse to oblique cell walls which 
is so characteristic for this system. 1-9 
(except 3) symbolize cells in diverse 
states, left and right parenthesis indicate 
branches, and the two additional symbols* 
and# indicate the presence of transverse 
and oblique cell walls between cells. c = 1. 
E.g. 8 + 9(1) means that a cell in state 8 
divides and gives rise to a basal cell in 
state 9.and a branch cell in state 1. 
1 + 2 * 4 means that a cell in state 1 under-
goes division and gives rise to two new cells 
in state 2 and 4 separated by a transverse wall. 
o(o) = 2 * 4 
TI 
:£10 
o2(o) = 2 * 2 * 5 : 21215) 
o3(o) = 2 * 2 * 6 # 5 2 j 2 j 6/5 ) 
o
4
(o) = 2 * 2 * 7 # 6 # 5 2 12 I 7/6 \5 ) 
\Jl 
r\) 
o5(o) = 2 * 2 * 8 # 7 # 6 # 5 2 1218/7\6/5) 
0
6(0) = 2 * 2 * 9(1) # 8 # 7 # 6 # 5 2 I 2 dJa\1/6\5) 
PROGRAM 112 1 
A2317R,J3,PAUL VITANYI 
'BEGIN• •COMMENT• 2317R, AUGUST 1971,·PAUL VITANVI ANO FRANK GOOSSENS; 
l •INTEGER• BEGIN OF MEMORV,ENO OF MEMORV,FIRSTK!Y,LASTKEYl 
~ ~ BEGIN OF MEMORV:m1; 
3 END OF MEMORVl:300001 
4 F1RSTKEVl=Ol 
~ LASTKEVl:1271 
6 •BEGIN' 1 INTEGER' 1 ARRAV• ADORESSKEV[FIRSTKEY:LASTKEV] 






















































,P,F,L 1 FROM,FIRST,LAST 1 J08,COUNT,BW,80M,EOM, I 
,INFOGRAM 
•BOOLEAN• PRINTER,BEGIN,END,GRAMJ 








•ENO• IN1TIALIZEl . 
•PROCEDURE' ERROR(STRINGll 1 STRING 1 SiRINGJ 
•BEGIN 1 cARRIAGE(2)lPRINTTEXT(STRINGJ;EXIT 
1 ENO' ERROR l 
'PROCEDURE' READ 1NPUTl 
•BEGIN' t lNTEGER 1 CODEl 
•FOR• COOEI• NEXTSVMBOL. 1 WMILE' CODE t EQUAL.SIGN 1 00 1 1' 
•FOR• COOEI• NE~TSVMBO~ 1 WMILE' COO!. SEPARATOR •oo• 
• IF 1 COOE:G •THtN' GRAMl:BEG1Nl:ENOI ■ 1 FALSE• 'ELSE• 
•IF' COOEillB •THEN' BEGIN:: 1 FALSE 1 1 ELSE 1 
tlF' COOE:E ITHENI ENO::•FALSE' 1 EL.SE• 
•IF' COOE:P tTHENI PRINTERl:•FAL.SEI •ELSE' 
ERROR('l'ERROR JO~ .CONTROL. (NPUT')')l 
•IF' GRAM A BEGIN~ ENO A PRINTER 1 THEN 1 
ERROR('('PROGRAM ENO•)•); 
•FOR• COOEl=COOE 'WHILE' ~GRAM• ~BEGIN• ~ENO• -"PRINTER •00 1 
•BEGIN' COOE;:NEXTSYMBOL; . 
• IF' ~GRAM A COOE~G 'THEN' 
•BEGIN' READ GRAMMAR;GRAM::•TRUE 1 1 ENO• •ELSE! 
,1r• ~eEG1N A cooE=e A GRAM •rHEN' 
•BEGIN' GENERATE BEGINWOROiBEGIN::•TRUEI 'ENO• 'ELSE• 
I IF' ~END •A CODE=E A GRAM 'THEN' 
'BEGIN' READ COUNT l ENO:=' T~Ut::' 'ENO' I EL.SE' 
•IF' ~PR1NTER A CODE: P •THEN• 
•BEGIN' READ PRINTCOM~ANDSIPRINTERl=•TRUE' 'ENO' •ELSE• 
ERROR ( 1 ( 1 ERROR IN INPUT 1 ) '); 
•ENO• 
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•PROCEDURE' READ GRAMMAR! 
1 8EG1N• •INTEGER' SVMBOL,SYM,HELP,1,J,Pl 
•FOR• 1::FIRSTKEY 1 STEP 1 1 lUNTIL' LASTKEV 'DO•ADDRESSKEY[l]l•OI 
BOM::eEGIN OF MEMORY: EOM:• END OF MEMORVJ 
p::0; NEXTSYMBOLJ 
•COMMENT' SEPARATOR Of CONTROLWORD IS REAOI 
•FOR• SYMBOL::NEXTSYMBOL 'WHILE' SYMBOL+SEPARATOR 1 00 1 
•BEGIN' • 1F• NEXTSVMBOL+EQUALSIGN 1 THEN 1 ERROR( 1 ( 1 NO TRANSITION SIGN 9 ) 1 )J 
NEXTSYMB0!-1 





•rOR• SvM;•NEXTSYMBOL 'WHILE• SYM + SEPARATOR •00 1 
'BEGIN' ARRAY[BOM]l:SYMlBOMl:BOM+1 1 EN0 1 l 
ARRAy[HELP]::eoM-HELP•ll 
P:=P+1; 
•COMMENT• GRAMMARRULE COUNTER! 
•END 1 I 
JlclJ• 
•fOR• I ::1 •sTEP 1 1 1 UNTIL 1 P •DO• . 
•BEGIN• J:=~+INFOGRAMl 
•END 1 l 
. HE.LP: •ARRAY [ J J: 
1 r0Rt SVM;•1 1 STEP 1 1 1 UNTIL 1 HELP 1 00• 
1 BEG1N' SYMBOLl=ADDRESSKEY[ARRAY[J+SYM]]l 
I ENO•' 
•1F• svMaoL:U •THEN' ERROR('(•SYMBOL IN GRAMMAR NOT OEPINE0 1 )tj 
1 ELSE 1 ARRAY(J+SYM]l:SYMBOL 
J:•J+HELP'l-1 
•ENO• REA6 GRAMMAR) 
1 PROCE0URE 1 READ WORD(BAODRESS,OIRECTION,EAOORESS)I 
•VALUE' 
•BEG1N 1 





•COMMENT' SEPARATOR Of CONTROLWORO IS REAOl 
•FOR• SYM:=NEXTSYMBOL 'WHILE• SYM f SEPARATOR •00' 
•BEGIN' HELP::ADDRESSKEV[SYM]l 





'ENO• READ WOROI 
•PROCEDURE' GENERATE BEGINWORO; 
1 BEG1N 1 EOM::END OF MEMORY! 
READ WORD(BW,~1,EOM)l 
1 END• GENERATE BEGINWORD; 
•INTEGER• 1 PROCEDURE• NEXTSYMBOLl 
1 8EG1N 1 • INTEGER' SYMl 
NEXT: sYM::RESYMlPRSYM(SYMll 
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'ENO• NExTSYMSOLl 
:s 
•PROCEDURE' GENERATE(ADORESS)l 1 1NTEGER 1 A00RESSJ 
1 SEG1N 1 •INTEGER' N,STEP,!"EW,1<,l,R,M,JI 
N::ARRAY(ADORESS]I 
• IF' N < 0 1 THEN 1 
•BEGIN• STEP::l;NEW::BOM •END• •ELSE• 
•BEGIN• STEP:=-11NEW::EOM 1 END'I 
I(: :0: 
•FOR• t ::1 1 STEP 1 1 'UNTIL' N,•1 •STEP' -1 'UNTIL' N •oo• 
1 BEGIN• R: :ARRAY [ADDRESS+ I] l 
M::ARRAY[Rll 
1 FOR 1 J:=1 •STEP• 1 •UNTIL' M 1 00 1 
1 BEGIN 1 l(l ■ K+STEPI 
1 END 1 
•ENO• l 
ARRAY[NEW+KJ;:ARRAY[R+Jl 




•PROCEDURE' PRINT WORO(BW71 1 VALUE 1 SWJ 1 INTEGER1 BWI 
1 BEGtNt •INTEGER' 1,NI 
. N::ARR.AY(BW] l 
NLCR;. 
•FOR• 1::1 1 STEP 1 1 'UNTIL.' N,,.1 •STEP' •1 'UNTILtN 1 00' 
pRSYM(ARRAY[ARRAY[BW+IJ+l(EYJ)I 
NLCR; 
1 ENO•PRINT WOROI 
1 PROCE0URE' READ COUNTI 
•BEGIN' • INTEGER! SYMI 
NEXTSYMBOLl 
COUNT::REAO(SYM); 
• IF' SYM. SEPARATOR 'THEN' ERROR( 1 ( 1 NO SEPARATOR AF~ER COUNTCOMMANOi) 1 ) 
1 ENO• READ COUNTl 
•PROCEDURE' READ PRINTCQMMANDSJ 
1MG1N 1 1 INTEGER' SvM; 
NEXTSYMBOLl 
SYM::NEXTSYi"IBOLJ 
•FOR• SYM:=svM 1 W~IL.E 1 SVM * SEPARATOR •oo• 
• IF' SYM=F 'THEN' FIRST::REll.D(SYM) 'EL.SE• 
•IF' SYM:S ITHENt STEPl=REAO(SYM) 'ELSE' 
• IF' SYM=L. 1 THEN 1 L.AST:=READtSY~) 1 ELse:1 
ERROR('( 1 ERROR IN PRINTSPECIFICATION•) 1 ) 
ifNO• READ PRINTCOMMANOS; 
'INTEGER• 1 P'ROCEDURE• REA.D(X); 1 INTEGER' Xl . 
1 BEG1N 1 1 INTEGER' SVM) 
SYM::Q; 
•FOR• x:=NEXTSYMBOL 1 WHIL.E' 01G1T(X) 1 00 1 
SYM: :SVM*'10 + XI 
READ::SVM 
'END• READ; 
'BOOLEAN• 'PROCEDURE• D1GIT(X);'VAL.1JE 1 X; 1 1NTEGER 1 Xl 
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176 
177 tNITtALtzE; 
171l START: J08::JOB+1lPRINTER:=•TRUE11 
179 FIRST:•LASTl:Ol 
180 STEP:=01 
181 PRINTTEXT('(' JOBNUMBERI 9 ) 9 );ABSFIXT(2,0,JOB)J 
182 NLCR; 
18j READ INPuT; 
18~ CARRIAGE(3); 
18? FROM:=couNT•LASTl 
186 •FOR• ll:1 'STEP' 1 •UNTIi.' COUNT 1 00• 
187 1 BEGtN 1 GENERATE(BW)l 
188 • IF' l<FIRST+1 v t>FROM v t:couNT ¥ REMAINDER(t•FIRST,sTEP)=O 
189 •THEN• PRINT W0R0!8W) 
190 1 END•l 
!91 ·CARRIAGE(10); 
192 EOM::ENO OF MEMORY+ ARRA~[ENO OF MEMORY] • 1l 
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G/ S=>PQ/ P=>V•V•/ V:>TYGER/ •=>,/ Q:>WX/ W=>BURNING/ X=>BRIGHT/ U=>12/ 1=>345/ 
2=>646( 3=>1N/ 4:>THE/ 5:>F0RESTS/ 6:>0F/ 8:>NIGH/ ~=>0/0:>9/ 9~>T / 
,:> I is> /6:> /C:> /0=> /E=> /F=> /G•> /I•> /L=> /M=> IN•> /0•> /R=> /T=> I 















GI A:>B/ B:>AB // 
B/ A/ 
EilO/ 
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JOBNUMBER: 5 
JOB:GP/ 
G/ A=>AdCD/ B:>8D/ C:>CD/ D=>D// 
B/ A/~ 
E/10/ 








G/ K:>t../ t..=>M/ M:>K/ 1=>2/ 2=>3/ 3=>4/ 4=>5/ 5=>6/ b:>71 7=>1/ +=>•/ •=>+/ 
A:>B/ B:>C/ C:>0/ D:>E/ E=>A/ / 
8/l..3+A4/ 
E/21tJ/ 
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.JOBNUMBER: 7 
.1OB:GP IG/1=>2•4/2=>214=>2•515=>6#516•>717=>818=>9(1)19=>91(:>(l)•>)I •=>•I 
#=>#I/Bill . 
El18/ . 








2•2*9<2•2•51'#9 < 2•4 i tt°9 < 1) #8#7#6#5 
2•2 •9 l 2•2 •6#_5 > #9 ( 2•?.•5) #Q ( 2*4 l #9 ( 1) #8#7#6#5 
2•2•9(2•2•7#6#5)#9(2•2*6#5)#9(2•2•51#9(2•4)#9(1)#8#7#6#5 
34 
2•2•9<2•2•8#7#6#5)#9(2*2•7#6#5)#9(2*2*6#5)#9(2•2•5)#YC2•4)#9(1)#8#7#6#5 
2•2*9<2•2•9(1)#8#7#6#5)#9(2•2•8#7#6#5)#9<2•2•7#6#5)#Y(2•2*6#5)#9(2•2•5)#9C2*4l#9(1J#8#7#6#5 
2•2•9l2•2•9<2•2•6#5)#9<2•2•5>#9(2•41#9(1)#8#7#6#5l#9(2•~•9<2•2•5)#9<2•4l#9(1)#8#7#6#5)#9(2•2•9(2•4l#9C1)#8#7#6#5)#9(2•2•9C1)#8#7#6#5)#9C2•2•e#i# 
6#5)#9(2•2•7#6#5)#9(2*2•6#5)#9(2•2•5)#9(2•4)#9(1)#8#'l#6#5 
2•2*4(2*2•9<2•2•9(1)#8#7#6#5)#9(2•2•8#7#6#5)#9(2•2•7#6#5)#9(2*2*6#5)#9(2*2*5)#9(2•4)#9(1)#8#7#6#5)#9(2•2•9(2•2*8#7#6#5)#9(2•2•7#6#5)#9(2*2*6#5)# 
9(?•2•5)#9(~•4)#9(11#8#7#6#51#9(2•2•9<2•2*7#6#5)#9(~•2•~#5)#9(2•2•51#9(2•4)#9(1)#8#7#6#5)#9(2•2•9<2•2•6#51#9(2*2•5)#9(2•4)#9(1)#8#7#6#5)#9(2•2*9 
<2•2*~)#9(2•41#9(1)#8#7#~#5)#9(2•2*9(2*4l#9(1)#8#7#6#5)#9(2•2•9t1)#8#7#6#5)#9(2•2•8#7#6#5)#9(2•2•7#6#5l#9(2•2•6#5)#9(2•2•5l#9<2•4)#9(1)#8#7#6#~ 
.J0BNUM13ER: 8 
.JOB= I 
PilOGkAM END 
°" 0 
